Introduction
Software architecture (SA) of a product family constrains the achievement of various quality attributes (such as reusability, performance, security, maintainability and usability) [1] . A number of methods, such as Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) [2] , Quality Attribute-oriented Software Architecture design method (QASAR) [3] and Qualitydriven Architecture Design and Analysis (QADA) [4] , have been developed to pay significant attention to quality related issues at the SA level. These approaches heavily depend on architectural styles and patterns to design candidate architectures and on scenarios and associated reasoning frameworks to evaluate SAs for desired quality attributes.
A quality attribute is a non-functional requirement of a system, e.g., reliability, modifiability and so forth. Scenarios are widely used in product line software engineering: abstract scenarios to capture behavioural requirements and quality-sensitive scenarios to specify architecturally significant quality attributes.
Patterns
1 embody proven solutions to recurring problems by capturing concentrated wisdom of many experienced practitioners. Patterns are a vital means of designing SAs of large complex systems. One of the major objectives of using patterns is to develop a software system with predictable non-functional properties [1] . Each pattern helps achieve one or more quality attribute and may hinder others. In product line development, an architect designs a desirable SA by composing a number of architectural styles and patterns.
Scenarios are used to characterize quality goals and patterns are used to achieve those goals. Moreover, scenarios are used to reason about the design decisions during SA design stage and to evaluate that SA with respect to target quality requirements. Recently, there have been attempts to codify the links that exist among scenarios, quality attributes, and patterns [5, 6] .
However, there has been little research on systematically studying, identifying, and documenting the synergistic relationships that informally exist in each pattern's description. There are different formats of describing patterns. However, each type of format uses at least four major sections to document a particular pattern, i.e. context, problem, solution and quality consequences. We have observed that each documented pattern has several scenarios, though informally described, which specify the quality attributes obtained by the pattern and associated quality consequences. We believe that this invaluable information that should be systematically captured and documented as reusable artifacts to improve product line SA design and evaluation processes.
Software architects can greatly benefit from the abstract scenarios distilled from the patterns during SA design. These scenarios can be used to precisely articulate the quality requirements and ensure the quality requirements are complete. These general scenarios can also help an architect identify suitable architectural mechanisms for architectural drivers. Moreover, these scenarios can also support to apply more rigorous reasoning about the design decisions with respect to the desired quality attributes. From SA evaluation point of view, if the abstract scenarios that characterize the quality attributes satisfied by the patterns used in the SA are available, it will improve SA evaluation and reduce the time and resources required to gather scenarios from scratch for each evaluation effort.
There is very little use of the architectural information, embedded in patterns, during SA design and evaluation processes. We see two reasons for this: 1) there is little guidance on how to extract the architectural information from patterns; 2) existing format of pattern documentation is not appropriate to explicitly codify the relationships of scenario, quality attributes, and patterns. In [7] , we demonstrated how to mine patterns for architectural information. To address the second issue, we propose a framework of two templates to document the architectural information extracted from patterns in a manner that facilitates the use of this information during SA design and evaluation activities.
Background and Motivation
Scenarios have been found quite effective and useful for precisely specifying quality attributes. Several approaches use scenarios to encourage disciplined thinking during SA design and evaluation activities [4, 8] . Scenarios are considered very flexible as they can be used for systematically reasoning about or evaluating most of the quality attributes. For example, we can use scenarios that represent failure to reason about the appropriate architectural mechanisms to satisfy availability and reliability requirements, scenarios that represent change requests can be used to examine modifiability, scenarios that represent threats can help select appropriate security tactics, or scenarios that represent ease of use can support to assess usability. Moreover, scenarios are normally very concrete, enabling the user to understand their detailed effect [9] .
A quality attribute is a non-functional requirement of a software system, e.g., security, flexibility, changeability, portability and so forth. According to [10] , software quality is the degree to which the software possesses a desired combination of attributes. Quality attributes of large software intensive systems are usually determined by the system's SA. It is widely recognized that SA of product family constraints the achievement of desired set of quality attributes (i.e. variability, flexibility etc.) [1] . Since SA plays a vital role in achieving system wide quality attributes, it is very important to appropriately focus on quality related issues during SA design and rigorously assess the capability of the designed SA with respect to the desired quality attributes as early as possible. A pattern is known solution to a recurring problem in a particular context. Patterns provide a mechanism of documenting and reusing the design knowledge accumulated by experienced practitioners [11] . Software architecture for product family is usually composed of patterns. One of the main goals of using patterns is to design a SA with known quality attributes [12] . Each pattern either supports or inhibits one or more quality attributes. There are several formats of documenting patterns, however, most of the patterns' documentation includes at least four sections: context, problem, solution and quality consequences. Each pattern's description has large amount of architecturally significant information, e.g. scenarios, quality attributed supported or hindered, forces, tactics and so on. The scenarios, informally embedded in a pattern description, can be used to characterize the quality attributes achieved by the pattern.
This background discussion brings us to the point where we can clearly see the links among scenarios, quality attributes, and software patterns. Recently, there has been some effort to make these relationships explicit and codify this knowledge to support SA design and evaluation activities [5, 6] . However, these approaches do not attempt to systematically capture and document the synergistic relationships among scenarios, quality attributes, and patterns usually informally described within a pattern's documentation. We claim a disciplined approach to extract and document such relationships can help the software engineers to fully exploit these relationships in order to achieve desired combination of various quality attributes.
A Proposal
We have demonstrated that software patterns can be mined to extract architecturally important information [7] . However, the extracted information must also be documented in such a format, which makes it readily useable during SA design and evaluation activities.
We propose a framework of two templates to document architectural information (i.e. general scenarios, quality attributes, tactics, usage examples and so on) to support SA design and evaluation processes. We also provide a simple process of identifying and extracting the architectural information from patterns. Table 1 presents the first template, which captures the information extracted from patterns. This template is more appropriate during product line architecture design stage where abstract scenarios are used to characterize required quality attributes and suitable patterns are chosen. Table 2 presents the second template, which is aimed at documenting the architectural information found in patterns for SA evaluation, which needs concrete scenarios. Scenario-based approaches mainly gather scenarios from stakeholders. We argue that many of the concrete scenarios can be gathered by concretizing the abstract scenarios extracted from patterns. We believe that concrete scenarios and other architectural information documented using template 2 can greatly improve the SA assessment process as architect can confidently tell the stakeholders that scenarios extracted from the patterns have already been considered because of using that particular pattern in that architecture. We claim that these templates make the relationships among scenarios, quality attributes, and patterns explicit. Moreover, the proposed templates also capture one of the most important parts of a pattern description, forces. The forces of a pattern describe the factors whose clash causes the problem that the pattern attempts to solve by resolving the clashes among those factors. This part also captures tradeoff and considerations of designers. The forces of a pattern are usually described implicitly in most of the pattern documentation styles. Recently, software engineering community has started paying appropriate attention to the forces of a pattern in an attempt to fully understand the problem and solution described in a pattern [6, 13] .
An Example
In this section, we demonstrate how to use the proposed templates to document the information extracted from a pattern. We also describe a simple process that we usually follow to identify and extract relevant information. We have stated earlier that usually a pattern's documentation consists of four sections: context, problem, solution, and quality consequences. Figure 1 presents a diagrammatic guide to spotting architecturally significant information from a pattern description. We have found that scenarios are mostly found in problem and solution sections, while forces can also be found in these sections. However, there are some patterns description styles that use separate sections for forces. The quality attributes affected (positively or negatively) by the patterns are described in the quality consequence section.
We have followed following simple steps to identify and extract architectural information:
Select software pattern Understand pattern documentation format Explore different parts for information Capture each type of information separately Structure & document information in a readily useable templates
To demonstrate the process of extracting general scenarios and other pieces of information, we have selected "Reflection" pattern [14] , which is an architectural pattern. This pattern provides a means of dynamically changing structure and behaviour of software without affecting the key design abstractions in response to evolving technology and requirements. This pattern splits an application into two parts. A meta level provides information about the selected properties of the system and makes the software self-aware. A base level part includes the application logic [14] .
We have used Table 1 of our proposed framework of documenting architectural information. Table 3 shows the extracted information from the Reflection pattern. 
Brief description
This pattern supports dynamic changes in the structure and the behaviour of software systems.
Context
Building systems that support changeability.
Problem description
Changing technology and requirements needs an architecture that is open to modification.
Suggested solution
Make selected aspects of a software's structure and behaviour accessible for adaptation.
Forces
Systems can be easily modified in response to changing technology and requirements. 
Discussion and Future Work
This paper presents our idea to improve the product line software architecture design and evaluation process by exploiting the synergistic relationships of scenarios, quality attributes, and patterns. We have demonstrated that patterns' documentations incorporate significant amount of architectural information that should be systematically extracted [7] . However, the extracted information can only be useful if it is documented in a manner that makes it readily useable during the architecture design and assessment activities by making the relationships of scenarios, quality attributes, and patterns explicit. We have proposed a framework of two templates that can effectively capture the extracted information and promote it efficient use. We have shown an example of using one of the proposed patterns and described a simple process that can be followed to extract and document the architectural information.
The main goal of our research is to improve the process of SA design and evaluation by providing architectural information in a format that can support design decisions with an informed knowledge of the consequences of those decisions. More specifically, we intend to minimize the time, resources and skill level required to effectively and efficiently design and analyze a SA for product family. We believe that developing a systematic approach to identify, efficiently extracting, and explicitly documenting the relationships of scenarios, quality attributes, and patterns is one of the most important steps towards that goal. We plan to use experimentation to assess our claim of improving SA design and evaluation process by distilling SA sensitive information from patterns and usefulness of the proposed framework to document the information.
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